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Runaway Dilaton and Equivalence Principle Violations
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In a recently proposed scenario, where the dilaton decouples while cosmologically attracted towards
infinite bare string coupling, its residual interactions can be related to the amplitude of density fluctuations
generated during inflation, and are large enough to be detectable through a modest improvement on
present tests of free-fall universality. Provided it has significant couplings to either dark matter or dark
energy, a runaway dilaton can also induce time variations of the natural ‘‘constants’’ within the reach of
near-future experiments.
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system). This provides a mechanism for fixing a massless
dilaton at a value where it decouples from matter (‘‘least where ~mm2 � 1=�4�G� � 4Cg=�0, and where the dilaton
A striking prediction of all string theory models is the
existence of a scalar partner of the spin-2 graviton: the
dilaton �, whose vacuum expectation value determines
the string coupling constant gs � e�=2 [1]. At tree level,
the dilaton is massless and has gravitational-strength cou-
plings to matter which violate the equivalence principle
[2]. This is in violent conflict with present experimental
tests of general relativity. It is generally assumed that
this conflict is avoided because, after supersymmetry
breaking, the dilaton might acquire a (large enough)
mass (say, m� * 10�3 eV so that observable deviations
from Einstein’s gravity are quenched on distances larger
than a fraction of a millimeter). However, Ref. [3] (see also
[4]) has proposed a mechanism which can naturally recon-
cile a massless dilaton with existing experimental data. The
basic idea of Ref. [3] was to exploit the string-loop modi-
fications of the (four-dimensional) effective low-energy
action (we use the signature ���� )
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i.e., the � dependence of the various coefficients Bi���,
i � g;�; F; . . . , given in the weak-coupling region (e� !

0) by series of the form Bi��� � e�� � c�i�0 � c�i�1 e
��

c�i�2 e
2� � � � � , coming from genus expansion of string

theory. It was shown in [3] that, if there exists a special
value �m of � which extremizes all the (relevant) coupling
functions B�1

i ���, the cosmological evolution of the
graviton-dilaton-matter system naturally drives � towards
�m (which is a fixed point of the Einstein-dilaton-matter
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coupling principle’’). In this Letter, we consider the case
(recently suggested in [5]) where the coupling functions, at
least in the visible sector, have a smooth finite limit for
infinite bare string coupling gs ! 1. In this case, quite
generically, we expect

Bi��� � Ci �O�e���: (2)

Under this assumption, the coupling functions are all ex-
tremized at infinity; i.e., a fixed point of the cosmological
evolution is �m � �1. [See [6] for an exploration of the
late-time cosmology of models satisfying (2).] We found
that the ‘‘decoupling’’ of such a ‘‘runaway’’ dilaton has
remarkable features: (i) the residual dilaton couplings at
the present epoch can be related to the amplitude of density
fluctuations generated during inflation, and (ii) these resid-
ual couplings, while being naturally compatible with
present experimental data, are predicted to be large enough
to be detectable by a modest improvement in the precision
of equivalence principle tests (nonuniversality of the free
fall, and, possibly, variation of constants). This result con-
trasts with the case of attraction towards a finite value �m
which leads to extremely small residual couplings [7].

We assume some primordial inflationary stage driven by
the potential energy of an inflaton field �. Working with
the Einstein-frame metric g�� � C�1

g Bg��� ~gg��, and with
the modified dilaton field ’ �

R
d���3=4��B0
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1=2, we consider an effective action
of the form
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dependence of the Einstein-frame action is related to
its (generic) string-frame dependence (1) by F�’� �
B����=Bg��� ; V��;’� � C2

g ~mm�4
P B�2

g ��� ~VV �~��;��.
Under our basic assumption (2), d’=d� tends, in the

strong-coupling limit � ! �1, to the constant 1=c, with
c � �2Cg=C��

1=2, so that the asymptotic behavior of the
bare string coupling is

g2s � e� ’ ec’ : (4)

Let us consider the case where F�’� � 1 and V��;’� �
��’��n=n with a dilaton-dependent inflaton coupling con-
stant ��’� of the form

��’� � �1�1� b� e�c’� ; (5)

where we assume that b� > 0, i.e., that ��’� reaches a
minimum at strong coupling, ’ ! �1. It is shown in [8]
that this simple case is representative of rather general
cases of ’-dependent inflationary potentials V��;’�.

During inflation [ds2 � �dt2 � a2�t�!ijdxidxj], it is
easily seen that, while � slowly rolls down towards ��
1, the dilaton ’ is monotically driven towards large values.
The solution of the (classical) slow-roll evolution equa-
tions leads to

ec’ �
b� c2

2n
�2 � const � ec’in �

b� c2

2n
�2
in: (6)

Using the result (6), we estimate the value ’end of ’ at the
end of inflation by inserting for the initial value �in of the
inflaton the value corresponding to the end of self-
regenerating inflation [9]. We note that the latter value can
be related to the amplitude !H � 5� 10�5 of density fluc-
tuations, on the scale corresponding to our present horizon,
generated by inflation, through �in ’ 5

���
n

p
�!H��2=�n�2�.

Finally, assuming ec’in � ec’end , we get the estimate

ec’end � 12:5c2b��!H��4=�n�2�: (7)

A more general study [8] of the runaway of the dilaton
during inflation (including an estimate of the effect of
quantum fluctuations) modifies this result by only a factor
of O�1�. It is also found that the present value of the dilaton
is well approximated by ’end.

Equation (7) tells us that, within our scenario, the small-
ness of the present matter couplings of the dilaton is
quantitatively linked to the smallness of the (horizon-scale)
cosmological density fluctuations. To be more precise, and
to study the compatibility with present experimental data,
we need to estimate the crucial dimensionless quantity

�A�’� � @ lnmA�’�=@’; (8)

which measures the coupling of ’ to a massive particle of
type A. The definition of �A is such that, at the Newtonian
approximation, the interaction potential between particle A
and particle B is �GABmAmB=rAB where [3,4] GAB �
G�1� �A�B�. Here G is the bare gravitational coupling
constant entering the Einstein-frame action (3), and the
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term �A�B comes from the additional attractive effect of
dilaton exchange.

Let us first consider the (approximately) composition-
independent deviations from general relativity, i.e., those
that do not essentially depend on violations of the equiva-
lence principle. Most composition-independent gravita-
tional experiments (in the solar system or in binary
pulsars) consider the long-range interaction between ob-
jects whose masses are essentially baryonic (the Sun,
planets, neutron stars). As argued in [2,3] the relevant
coupling coefficient �A is then approximately universal
and given by the logarithmic derivative of the QCD con-
finement scale �QCD�’�, because the mass of hadrons is
essentially given by a pure number times �QCD�’�. [We
shall consider below the small, nonuniversal, corrections to
mA�’� and �A�’� linked to QED effects and quark
masses.] Remembering from Eq. (1) the fact that, in the
string frame [where there is a fixed cutoff linked to the
string mass ~MMs � ��0��1=2] the gauge coupling is dilaton
dependent [g�2

F � BF�’�], we see that (after conformal
transformation) the Einstein-frame confinement scale has
a dilaton dependence of the form

�QCD�’� � C1=2
g B�1=2

g �’� exp��8�2b�1
3 BF�’�	 ~MMs; (9)

where b3 denotes the one-loop (rational) coefficient enter-
ing the renormalization group running of gF. Here BF�’�
denotes the coupling to the SU�3� gauge fields. For sim-
plicity, we shall assume that (modulo rational coefficients)
all gauge fields couple (near the string cutoff) to the same
BF�’�. This yields the following approximately universal
dilaton coupling to hadronic matter:

�had�’� ’
�
ln

� ~MMs

�QCD

�
�
1

2

�
@ lnB�1

F �’�
@’

: (10)

Numerically, the coefficient in front of the right-hand side
of (10) is of order 40. Consistently with our basic assump-
tion (2), we parametrize the ’ dependence of the gauge
coupling g2F � B�1

F as

B�1
F �’� � B�1

F ��1� �1� bF e�c’	: (11)

We finally obtain

�had�’� ’ 40bFce�c’: (12)

Inserting the estimate (7) of the value of ’ reached because
of the cosmological evolution, we get the estimate

�had�’end� ’ 3:2
bF
b� c

!4=�n�2�
H : (13)

It is plausible to expect that the quantity c (which is a ratio)
and the ratio bF=b� are both of order unity. This then leads
to the numerical estimate �2

had � 10!8=�n�2�
H , with !H ’

5� 10�5. An interesting aspect of this result is that
the expected present value of �2

had depends rather strongly
on the value of the exponent n [which entered the
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inflaton potential V��� / �n]. In the case n � 2 [i.e.,
V��� � 1

2 m
2
� �

2] we have�2
had � 2:5� 10�8, while if n �

4 [V��� � 1
4 ��

4] we have �2
had � 1:8� 10�5. Both

estimates are compatible with present (composition-
independent) experimental limits on deviations from
Einstein’s theory (in the solar system, and in binary pul-
sars). For instance, the ‘‘Eddington’’ parameter (� 1 ’
�2�2

had is compatible with the present best limits j(�
1j & 2� 10�4 coming from very long baseline interfer-
ometry measurements of the deflection of radio waves by
the Sun [10].

Let us consider situations where the nonuniversal cou-
plings of the dilaton induce (apparent) violations of the
equivalence principle. This means considering the compo-
sition dependence of the dilaton coupling �A, Eq. (8), i.e.,
the dependence of �A on the type of matter we consider.
Two test masses, made, respectively, of A- and B-type
particles will fall in the gravitational field generated by
an external mass mE with accelerations differing by�

�a
a

�
AB
� 2

aA � aB
aA � aB

’ ��A � �B��E: (14)

We have seen above that in lowest approximation �A ’
�had does not depend on the composition of A. We need,
however, now to retain the small composition-dependent
effects to �A linked to the ’ dependence of QED and quark
contributions to mA. This has been investigated in [3] with
the result that �A � �had depends linearly on the baryon
number B � N � Z, the neutron excess D � N � Z, and
the quantity E � Z�Z� 1�=�N � Z�1=3 linked to nuclear
Coulomb effects. Under the plausible assumption that the
latter dependence is dominant, and using the average esti-
mate ��E=M� ’ 2:6 [applicable to mass pairs such as
(beryllium, copper) or (platinum, titanium)], one finds
that the violation of the universality of free fall is approxi-
mately given by�
�a
a

�
’ �5:2� 10�5��2

had ’ 5:2� 10�4

�
bF
b� c

�
2
!8=�n�2�
H :

(15)

This result is one of the main predictions of our model. If
we insert the observed density fluctuation !H � 5� 10�5,
we obtain a level of violation of the universality of free fall
(UFF) due to a runaway dilaton which is �a=a ’
1:3�bF=�b�c�	2 � 10�12 for n � 2 [i.e., for the simplest
chaotic inflationary potential V��� � 1

2 m
2
�����2], and

�a=a ’ 0:98�bF=�b� c�	2 � 10�9 for n � 4 [i.e., for
V��� � 1

4 �����4]. The former case is naturally compat-
ible with current tests (at the �10�12 level [11]) of the
UFF. Values n � 4 of the exponent require (within our
scenario) that the (unknown) dimensionless combination
of parameters �bF=�b�c�	2 be significantly smaller than 1.

Let us also consider another possible deviation from
general relativity and the standard model: a possible varia-
tion of the coupling constants, most notably of the fine-
081601-3
structure constant e2=!hc on which the strongest limits are
available. Consistently with our previous assumptions
we expect e2 / B�1

F �’� so that, from (11), e2�’� �
e2��1� �1� bFe�c’	. The present logarithmic variation
of e2 (introducing the derivative ’0 � d’=dp with respect
to the ‘‘e-fold’’ parameter dp � Hdt � da=a) is thus
given by

d lne2

Hdt
’ bFce

�c’’0
0 ’

1

40
�had’

0
0: (16)

The current value of ’0, ’0
0, depends on the coupling of the

dilaton to the two currently dominating energy forms in the
universe: dark-matter [coupling �m�’�] and vacuum en-
ergy [coupling �V � 1

4@ lnV�’�=@’]. In the slow-roll ap-
proximation, one finds

�"m � 2"V�’0
0 � �"m�m � 4"V�V; (17)

where "m and "V are, respectively, the dark-matter and
the vacuum fractions of critical energy density [/c �
�3=2� ~mm2

PH
2]. The precise value of ’0

0 is model dependent
and can vary (depending on the assumptions one makes)
from an exponentially small value (’0 � e�c’) to a value
of order unity. In models where either the dilaton is more
strongly coupled to dark matter than to ordinary matter
[12] or/and plays the role of quintessence (as suggested in
[6]), ’0

0 can be of order unity. Assuming just spatial flat-
ness and saturation of the ‘‘energy budget’’ by nonrelatistic
matter and dilatonic quintessence, one can relate the value
of ’0 � d’=�Hdt� to "m and to the deceleration parame-
ter q � � #aaa= _aa2: ’02 � 1� q� 3"m=2. This yields the
following generic, model-independent relation between
the present time variation of e2, the cosmological observ-
ables, and the level of UFF violation:

d lne2

Hdt
’ � 3:5� 10�6

������������������������������������
1� q0 � 3"m=2

p �����������������
1012

�a
a

s
:

(18)

Note that the sign of the variation of e2 is in general model
dependent (as it depends on both the sign of bF and the sign
of ’0

0). Specific classes of models might, however, favor
particular signs of de2=dt. For instance, within the assump-
tions of [5] and [6] it is natural to expect that e2 is currently
increasing.

The phenomenologically interesting consequence of
Eq. (18) is to predict a time variation of constants
which may be large enough to be detected by high-
precision laboratory experiments. Indeed, using H0 ’
66 km=s=Mpc, and the plausible estimates "m � 0:3,
q0 � �0:4, Eq. (18) yields the numerical estimate
d lne2=dt��0:9� 10�16

���������������������
1012�a=a

p
yr�1. Therefore,

the current bound on UFF violations (�a=a� 10�12

[11]) corresponds to the level 10�16yr�1, which is compa-
rable to the planned sensitivity of currently developed
cold-atom clocks [13]. (Present laboratory bounds are at
the 10�14 yr�1 level [13,14].) We note also that the upper
081601-3
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limit on the variation of e2 given by the Oklo data, i.e.,
jd lne2=dtj & 5� 10�17 yr�1 [15], ‘‘corresponds’’ to a
violation of the UFF at the level �10�13. Of course,
present measurements are not accurate enough to exclude
an almost exact cancellation occurring in 1� q0 �
3"m=2: our work points at the relevance of establishing
whether or not this can be excluded.

We have also studied [8] the variation of e2 over cos-
mological times. By taking into account the constraints
coming from the need to be compatible with current cos-
mological data, we find that there is no way, within our
model, to explain a variation of e2 as large as the recent
claim [16] �e2=e2 � ��0:72� 0:18� � 10�5 around red-
shifts z � 0:5–3:5. The largest possible variation we find
(reached only if the UFF violation is just below the 10�12

level, and if ’ is rather strongly coupled to dark matter) is
of order �e2=e2 � �1:9� 10�6. This is only a factor of
�4 below the claim [16] and is at the level of their one
sigma error bar. Therefore a modest improvement in the
observational precision (accompanied by an improved con-
trol of systematics) will start to probe a domain of variation
of constants which, according to our scenario, corresponds
to an UFF violation smaller than the 10�12 level.

Our results suggest that the residual dilaton couplings
today (as determined by a cosmological ‘‘attraction’’ to-
wards the fixed point at infinite bare string coupling) are
just below the level �2

had � 2:5� 10�8 corresponding to a
violation of the UFF at the �a=a� 10�12 level. This gives
additional motivation for improved tests of the UFF, such
as the Centre National d’’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) mission
MICROSCOPE [17] (to fly in 2004; planned sensitivity:
�a=a� 10�15), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Agency (NASA) and European Space Agency (ESA) mis-
sion STEP (Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle;
planned sensitivity: �a=a� 10�18) [18]. If our estimates
are correct, these experiments should find a rather strong
violation signal.

Another possible observable signal of a weakly coupled
runaway dilaton is the time variation of the natural con-
stants. Here the conclusion depends crucially on the as-
sumptions made about the couplings of the dilaton to the
cosmologically dominant forms of energy (dark-matter
and/or dark energy). If these couplings are of order unity
(and as large as phenomenologically acceptable), the
present time variation of the fine-structure constant is
linked to the violation of the UFF by the relation
d lne2=dt��2:0� 10�16

���������������������
1012�a=a

p
yr�1. Such a time

variation might be observable (if �a=a is not very much
below its present upper bound �10�12) through the com-
081601-4
parison of high-accuracy cold-atom clocks and/or via im-
proved measurements of astronomical spectra. The
discovery of such a time variation [which is possible only
if �"m�m � 4"V�V�=�"m � 2"V� is not too small or, in
terms of more observable quantities, if 1� q0 � 3"m=2 is
of order 1] would then tell us that the dilaton plays an
important cosmological role, either because it is strongly
coupled to dark matter (�m � 1) or/and because it plays the
role of quintessence (�V � 1).
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